this is particularly true of the chapter on Comparative Physiology. The general nature of the subject matter and the broadness of scope employed make this text particularly adapted to the needs of those students whose chief aim is to obtain a year's work in Zoology from a cultural standpoint.
A review of this text without reference to its mechanical features, would do it an injustice. The binding and printing are excellent; the illustrations are clear, and fifteen color plates enliven the text; the list of references is adequate and well chosen; the full glossary is a helpful feature; and the use of the soft-tinted and restful eye-toned paper is especially to be commended. This volume is of the type which defies review; either it must be treated in adjectival generalities essentially devoid of meaning, or a detailed account should be given of the thirty-six items listed in the table of contents, a procedure which would be not only futile but would deprive the reader of the interest inherent in a turn of the page to see where fancy must conduct him. Selection for discussion, from among the fragments of fact and fancy, poetry and prose, would merely reflect the likes and greater likes of a single reader, and thus would be valueless. Suffice it to say, that any reader may, in proper mood, find herein much pleasure.
G The origin of life is explicable as a logical deduction from the organization of the universe or else it is a specialized creation which transcends universal law. The majority of scientists study living systems as though they were determined in large measure by fundamental physical and chemical activity. This is true even though most of us are dualists in our human relations. The present book, by the Associate Director of the Bio-Chemical Institute, U.S.S.R. Academy of Science, is an attempt to trace the steps by which living protoplasm could have evolved from the heavy clouds of carbon which mixed with the primitive nucleus of the earth to form carbides. He shows how starting from this simple chemical system more complex carbon combinations were formed, eventually to appear as colloidal solutions. Out of these might have arisen colloidal jells, which, in turn, in the course of time, finally results in the "origin of colloidal systems with a highly developed physical-chemical organization, namely, the simplest primary organisms."
This book is an excellent survey of some of the chemical aspects of living systems and their relation to the best we know of cosmology. Short bibliographies at the end of each chapter and indices of names and subject matter make this a useful, as well as interesting, book.
